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Elmzad  
Online Marketplace for Domain names and Websites 
Auctioning 
Elmzad is an online marketplace to sell and buy 
domain names and websites by auction, targeting the 
international audience but concentrating on the Arab 
Region “We are Flippa for Middle East”. Elmzads’ 
vision is to Collect all the Arab domain names and 
website owners in one place and give the Arabic 
content real value. 
Market: MENA region 
Finance need: 75.000USD 
Current turnover: xxx USD 
Website: http://www.elmzad.com/ 
 
 
 
IndiePush  
Online Music platform  
Indiepush is a music platform that gives artists a way to distribute 
their music by connecting them with their fans. Artists get their 
music out there and fans get rewarded. The platform provides for 
artists to engage with their fans, spread the word about their music, 
and creates active buzz. 
Website: www.indiepush.com 
Market: Worldwide 
Finance need: 270.000 USD 
Current turnover: xxx USD 
Website: http://www.indiepush.com/ 
 
 
 
 
Maktabi  
Guide to the Best Shared Workspaces 
Maktabi enables users to book meeting rooms when you 
travel, or a flexible workspace nearby with instant 
accessibility. Discover work and meeting spaces to rent by the 
hour, day, or month.  
Website: www.makta.bi 
Market: MENA region 
Finance need: 39.000 USD 
Current turnover: xxx USD 
Website: www.makta.bi (not found) 
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Ezents  
Event Management 
The most complete event management & 
promoting app targeting small to medium event 
organizers. Ezents Connects dots in the events’ 
marketing funnel and facilitates their management 
and execution. 
Market: MENA region 
Finance need: 800.000 USD 
Current turnover: 96.000 USD 
Website: www.ezents.com  
 
 
 
 
Roiana: Panorama 
Computerized Education 
The Roiana Group provides e-learning. The 
panorama project will show documentation of 
tourist places including attractions, cultural and 
historical Palestinian characteristically. It enables 
virtual tourism in Palestine and helps school 
students through interactive learning in any place 
in the world. 
Website: www.roiana.ps/panorama 
Market: MENA region 
Finance need: 35.000 USD 
Current turnover: 15.200 USD 
Website: www.pan360.roiana.ps 
 
 
 
 
Yakoota  
Mobile Game Production Studio 
Yakoota tackles the gap between the spiritless games of 
corporations that do not understand the region and the small 
companies that offer few and low quality Arabic games. 
Yakoota combines this by including cultures & heroes, 
overall quality, 3D games, low production costs and social 
interaction.  
Market: MENA region 
Finance need: 100.000 USD 
Current turnover: xxx USD 
Website: (not found) 
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Mashvisor  
Real estate online platform 
Mashvisor lets average people become savvy 
individual investors to make profitable real estate 
investments and rental strategy decisions through 
an online platform that instantly aggregates real 
estate data. The platform delivers neighbourhood 
data and analytics such as Cash Flow, Cash on 
Cash Return, Cap Rate, GRM, Vacancy Rates and 
rental market strength indicators to identify secure 
investment market potentials for traditional and short- 
term lodging (Airbnb) properties.   
Market: worldwide 
Finance need: 200.000 USD 
Current turnover: xxx USD 
Website: https://www.mashvisor.com/ 
 
 
 
Wirez 
Video-Story Marketplace that allows Media Publisher to discover new 
talent and hidden stories  
Wirez provides freelance storytellers a chance to profit from their 
independent work. Wirez invites storytellers to share their videos on 
our platform and reach a worldwide audience of interested media 
publishers. Media publishers can explore a wide-range of worldwide 
stories according to their interest, and purchase them at a low-cost. 
Market: worldwide 
Finance need: 250.000 USD 
Current turnover: 2.000 USD 
Website: http://www.wirez.co/ 
 
 
 
RedCrow 
Security intelligence of the MENA region  
Redcrow Intelligence provides risk mitigation solutions for 
international organisations and individuals operating in the MENA 
region. It operates on a fully automated platform and a mobile 
app among other services that enables the user to receive real 
time intelligence, and to assist in current and potential tactical 
and strategic threats. 
Market: MENA region (operating in)  
Finance need: 1.300.000 USD 
Current turnover: xxx USD 
Website: www.redcrow.co 
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